
How we got over 35,000* Surrey 
school children doing over 

600,000* miles 
*based on reported stats 



 What is Run to Rio? 
 
 For 12 weeks, from the start of the summer 
term, Active Surrey invited all primary 
schools in Surrey to sign up to our daily mile 
initiative..   

 
 Each participating school was asked to 
record their distance to see they can cover 
the 5700 miles to Rio (and beyond!)  

  
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stats only fully received from 110 of the 170 schools (estimated that roughly 140 took on the challenge). Over half of these schools made it the full distance to Rio, with 4 schools totalling over 20,000 miles.Support provided by Premier Sport/Golden Mile in order to help schools track collective distance



  
First Steps 
   From creation to delivery = 4-6 weeks 
  
Concept 

developed 

Jan 2016  Feb 2016   March 2016  April 2016 
   

Branding 

Launched 
county-

wide 

100 
schools 

signed up 

170 
schools 

signed up 
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Concept developed:- links to Golden Mile forged, funding, process & key deliverables agreed. Built upon some market research and foundations laid by our pioneer school (St Polycarps, Farnham)Branding:- logo, poster, wall-chartLaunched county-wide:- via headteacher & P.E lead email communication through SGO P.E coordinator meetings as a concept in January, then through direct email.Within three weeks after email communication over 100 schools had signed up. Before the end of the Spring term this number had risen to over 170. 
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Presentation Notes
 Official ‘launch event was then carried out at St Polycarps with key representatives to promote further through local media.We were then fortunate (with a little bit of forward-thinking) that the marketing took care of itself with schools eager to share their involvement in the Run to Rio so very little money set aside for this.



  
Impact 
 
 

 
 
 

55% of Surrey schools engaging 
35% actively participating (reported stats) 

  
   

Legacy 
  

Engagement 

Selling point  Profile of Active Surrey  
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Presentation Notes
Impact on children’s health & well-being is already well documented.Legacy:- 99% positive feedback. Numerous articles in local papers as per previous slide.Engagement:– Due to Active Surrey’s wide partnership the scheme has engaged (amongst others) school nurses, councillors, school staff, parents, boroughs/districts, public health, surrey county council education team, other CSPs.   - 55% schools, 35% actively participatingOur profile:– Active Surrey’s school membership package has seen a 300% increase since 2015/16.



How it differs? 
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What separates our Run to Rio initiative from the daily mile? Well, we perfectly timed it, not only to capture the momentum building towards the Olympics but also to help build it ourselves for school children. The incentivisation approach is similar to other approaches e.g. Golden Mile, Golden Boot, kids marathon.Tracking mileage (made easier through Golden Mile agreement) provided an attractive, friendly, fun & slightly competitive approach. The theme helped it resonate in children’s minds.
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Next Steps after Rio 
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Presentation Notes
Like everyone here we were keen in using Run to Rio to transition to a core daily mile programme (rather than a flash in the pan)We emphasise with schools that fitness testing for primary pupils has been recommended by Oftsted & the Run to Rio enabled schools to track improvements. Premier Sport even worked with us to target certain schools with baseline fitness tests combined with a follow-up towards the end of the 12 week programme.Very shortly to be launched will be a new Daily Mile challenge for the duration of the 2016/17 school year is about to be launched to continue the momentum built up from Run to Rio.



Thank you 
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